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h  i g  h  l  i g  h  t  s

• Flow stress  curve  of  316LN  is  analyzed  based  on hot  compression  tests.  The  hot  deformation  equation  of  316LN  stainless  steel  can  be  expressed  as:
ε̇ = 4.89  × 1015

[
sinh  (0.00571�)5.23 exp(−439430/RT)

]
.

• The  extrusion  die  of rectangle  thick-wall  tube  is  studied,  45◦concial  angle  is reasonable  mostly.  The  fit between  billet  and  mandrel  is  studied,  when
interior  of billet  is  circle  with  diameter  of �215  mm  and  the  extrusion  mandrel  is  rectangle,  inner  surface  of rectangular  tube  will  be  fully  filled  by  metal
in extrusion  process,  the  interior  diameter  of  billet  is  larger  than  the  circumcircle  of  mandrel  by about  9  mm.

• Production  of  rectangle  thick-wall  tube  verifies  the  rationality  of  deformation  design,  extrusion  die  design  and  fit  design.  Homogeneous  austenite
structures  exist  in  rectangular  section,  otherwise,  the properties  of rectangle  thick-wall  tube  at low temperature  of  4.2  K  satisfy  the requirements  of  TCC
and  BCC  of ITER  project  fully.
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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Rectangular  shaped  cross-section  316LN  thick-wall  tube,  obtained  from  round  forged  billet  by  extrusion
process,  is  used  in  the  manufacture  of  the  ITER  Top  and  Bottom  Correction  Coil  cases.  The  hot  working
properties  of 316LN  stainless  steel  are  studied  by compression  test, stress-strain  curves and  microstruc-
tures  of  samples  at high  temperature  are  gotten.  FEM  (Finite  Element  Method)  simulation  is adopted
to  analyze  metal  flow  characteristics  and  optimize  design  of  extrusion  die  in  extrusion  process.  By  bil-
let  forging  and  machining,  extrusion  die  designing  and  manufacturing,  ring-oven  preheating,  induction
heating,  glass  lubrication  and deformation  designing,  316LN  stainless  steel  rectangle  thick-wall  tubes
are  fabricated  by  60  MN  horizontal  extruder,  the measurement  and  properties  of  the  products  all  accord
with the  design  target,  these  products  are  applied  as  structural  support  parts  in  ITER  project  successfully.

©  2017  Elsevier  B.V.  All  rights  reserved.

1. Introduction

The International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER)
project [1] is one of the international cooperation scientific research
projects, which is the largest scale at present and has far-reaching
significance in future. This cooperation includes seven parties: the
European Union, China, India, Japan, Korea, the Russian Federa-
tion and the USA, providing the major part of their contribution
as in-kind procurement of the project components through each
of their ITER Domestic Agencies. The Institute of Plasma Physics of
the Chinese Academy of Sciences has been awarded by ITER China,
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the Chinese ITER Domestic agency, the manufacture of a large part
of the superconducting conductor (69% for the Poloidal Field (PF)
coils [2], 7%–8% for the Toroidal Field (TF) coils [3], 100% for the
Correction Coils (CC)) and the manufacture of all Correction Coils
[4].

CC are used for the correction of error fields and include 6 Top
Correction Coils (TCC), 6 Side Correction Coils (SCC) and 6 Bottom
Correction Coils (BCC). In order to reduce the stresses and defor-
mations of these large size coils under electromagnetic load, all
have their winding-pack enclosed inside a thick 316LN stainless
steel case. To minimize the amount of welds, large parts of the CC
case are produced from extruded shapes, rectangular shapes (Fig. 1)
being used for BCC and TCC, which are designed the same.

At low temperature of 4.2 K, 316LN stainless steel has low plas-
ticity and the deformation resistance is large. In order to get the
ideal microstructure and properties, hot deformation is generally
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Fig. 1. Stainless rectangle thick-wall tube used in TCC and BCC of ITER.

Fig. 2. (a) Gleeble-3500 thermo-simulator system, (b) heating curve.

implemented at high temperatures. Zhang [5] researched the hot
deformation behavior of 316LN stainless steel in the temperature
range of 1173 K–1473 K and strain rate range of 0.1 s−1–10 s−1

by hot compression tests with Gleeble 3500 thermal/mechanical
simulator, otherwise, the plastic deformation process often accom-
panies with complex work hardening, dynamic recovery and
dynamic recrystallization, Wang [6] studied the dynamic recrystal-
lization (DRX) model and mechanism of nuclear grade 316LN ASS
in the temperature range of 1173 K–1523 K and strain rate range of
0.01 s−1–1 s−1 by hot compression tests under various deformation
conditions performed on a Gleeble-1500 simulator.

Hu [7] studied thick-wall cold-rolled welded tube with a rectan-
gular or square hollow section, Gardner [8] studied cross-sectional
behavior of welded stainless steel hollow sections, Huang [9] stud-
ied material properties of cold-formed lean duplex stainless steel
sections, all these stainless steel sections are manufactured by
welding process, and these sections are thin-wall, there are not
cases which adopt hot extrusion process. Compare hot extrusion
process with welding process, the extrusion productions are seam-
less and have uniform mechanical properties. The dimensions of
the stainless rectangular thick-wall tube fabricated by hot extru-

sion process are more similar to that of the design requirements,
moreover, glass lubrication [10] is used in hot extrusion process,
there are not oxide scales exist at the surface of extruded thick-wall
tube after pickling, so the surface quality is obviously better than
that of other forming methods. But extrusion process has many
difficulties, such as equipment capacity, die design, deformation
process, and so on.

In order to meet TCC and BCC case material requirements, a
study of the material characteristics of 316LN in thick-wall tubes
from high temperature extrusion is performed, then production
of prototype products is carried out using a 60 MN  extruding press
and metallurgical and mechanical properties measured on samples
extracted from these prototypes.

2. Experimental procedures

2.1. Hot compression and metallographic test

The chemical compositions of 316LN stainless steel used in this
study were: Ni1-3.38, Cr-16.77, Mo-2.15, Mn-1.18, Al-0.013, Nb-
0.01, Co-0.052, Cu-0.012, Ti0.01, N-0.01, C-0.014, Si-0.47, S-0.001,
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